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DMiion of Drug and Alcohol Program Ucansure

Pa Department or Health
132 Kline Plaza, Suite A
Ham'sburg, PA 17104

Re: Comments 4 PA Code Section 255.5 (b)

Dear Ms. Williams,

I am writing to oppose the rewinding of the existing regulations and I am curious
and concerned as to why the changes are being proposed. As an Individual with
over 36 years in me addiction treatment and prevention field with experience In
direct service, program management and county administration, I must strongly
recommend that the regulations not be resoinded,

The rescission will have a chilling affect on those contemplating entering
treatment This also would affect the therapeutic alliance between the clinician and
the client so necessary to the positive outcome of treatment

While the existing regulation requires proper documentation, training and thought
on the part of clinician, provider and administrator, they are necessary and
required not for the benefit of the Insurance company but for the client

Addiction is a highly stigmatised disease and that stigma spreads to family, loved
ones and to the providers of service. The improper release of information that
could take place with the rescission of these regulations would affect people's
ability to gain employment, insurance benefits and healthcare treatment, etc.
Please consider your actions thoughtfully.

As a Counselor, the existing regulations helped me do my job to engage, retain
and successfully treat Individuals and families. As a Program Manager, they gave
structure and clarity to the need for us to maintain effective relations with others to
coordinate care without doing harm. As a County Administrator, I couW make
responsible decisions regarding payment, reimbursement and system — —•
development while maintaining safety for individuals and their families.
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I Mve served on numerous confidentiality work groups, task forces and
o&rnmlttees, I do not see why we should be changing these regulations. It It
ludicrous to believe that insurance companies and/or profit driven managed care
flhms would provide mort or batter cart with the rescission of these regulations,

In conclusion, as one who I* directly responsible for 16 treatment programs and
the coordination of the cam of addicts that a n pregnant, those with children, those
that have HIV, those that are employed, unemployed, or suffer from mental Illness

Sincerely,

Dave Stockton, Central Region Director
Gaudanzla, Inc,


